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Date : 9/23/2016 

 

From,             

Smeeta Antony, 

1495 Wakefield Circle, 

Shakopee, 

MN -  55379 

 

To, 

Randy McAllister,  

Minnesota Threat Assessment & Forensic Professionals, Inc. (MTAFP, Inc.) 

 

P.O. Box 24477 

Minneapolis, MN 55424 

  

Telephone:  612-799-4181 

 

Sub : Victim of Covert Human Experimentation 

 

Dear Mr. McAllister, 

 

My name is Smeeta Antony. I have been a Victim of Huma Experimentation since 

2010.  As Most Gang Stalking Programs, I have been rendered Schizophrenic, 

brutally victimized, brutally stolen of every cent I own, brutally intimidated every 

minute of my life, harassed in every way possible and today after 6 ½ years of 

fighting continual Gas lighting and the brutal torture from my persecutors I fight 

the toughest battle of my life thru endless torture where I have to prove to the 
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legal system that while they would love to bury me in an institution and deprive 

me of complete access to my innocent children, they simply have to see for a 

woman that goes thru so much hell inside of the home cannot be sane  outside of 

the home. I exhibited no episodes outside of the home  from 2010 – 2014 and 

then exhibited 2 episodes as per police reports found on the attached flash drive 

in 2015.  I could use a partnership with someone of your qualifications and 

experience to surveil me after watching these videos so that you can see move 

between a normal calm state inside of the court house to a state where I go thru 

such torture inside of the house and ask yourself the same questions I have asked 

for  6 ½ years.  

I recently published a blog : http://avictimoforganizedcrime.blogspot.com/ which 

also contains a link to my website http://www.avictimoforganizedcrime.com/ 

The blog and the website contain most of the evidences that you will also see on 

the flash drive. It does however contain videos recordings of myself and the 

satanic abuse that I go thru when I am at home.   

 

My story began in 2010 right after Surgery. I began feeling stalked in large retail 

stores such as Walmart, and parking Lots. I was surrounded by people with cell 

phone texting on their phones around me making me feel stalked. I was made to 

feel like my phones were tapped, listening devices planted inside of the home and 

that I was being tailed. I called in how I felt into Law Enforcement Logging 

Reports. I have never had those experiences ever before in my Life. I had just 

come out of surgery. My marriage was non-existent that I truly needed to end, 

and I felt like I might have been implanted with some nano device given that I was 

suddenly out of the blue having as many stalking experiences.  I knew that my 

husband had set me up. I made a final trip back home to India where I used to live 

about 20 years ago and that I visted once every 2 years, to see how big the game 

was and to see how entrenched my family was in it. I returned to sever all ties 

with both my husband and family. I re-financed all assets since I was the primary 

driver of the earnings, redid the way all finances worked in the household and 

http://avictimoforganizedcrime.blogspot.com/
http://www.avictimoforganizedcrime.com/
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ensured that I could hang back and that the household could run on his finances 

alone. My Life has spiraled downhill since then. 

 

I exhibit a very rare kind of Psychotic Disorder.  I Rapid Cycle between screaming 

spews of profanity, prolonged periods of high pitch giggles – uncontrollable 

laughter while muttering incoherent speech that seems to spew just everything I 

read or my day to day actions spewed out as narratives, extreme agitation where 

I am causing harm to self by hitting myself and banging objects around the house, 

punching walls with objects, responding to internal commands screaming “ 

Smeeta I am going to kill you. I am going to get You”, crying, ,  talking to 

imaginary friends beginning at 4 a.m. each morning ONLY while I am IN the house 

or the car i.e. ONLY IN PRIVATE.  

 

I have this very rare personality disorder where I have the ability to SWTICH TO A 

VERY NORMAL CALM STATE EACH DAY when I step out of the house each single 

day for 6 years straight. I spend an average of about 5 hrs in the community each 

day going about living my day to day life which can be corroborated by concrete 

evidence by virtue of my credit card statements, testimony of my presence in the 

court house for the last 5 months, my increased presence at Stores like Best Buy 

and MicroCenter to deal with electronic harassment endured, co-laterals from all 

the activities that my girls are at, school co-laterals that my girls study at, tons of 

pictures of celebration in the household and very recent recordings on me that I 

attained after putting myself thru the hell of having numerous devices fixed and 

replaced as the result of the continual electronic harassment I underwent. As per 

the police reports there are only 2 psychotic episodes logged in the community in 

2015 - 5 years into my mental illness since it all began in 2010 – No Reports Prior 

to 2015 -  corroborated by a copy of the police reports.   I have also enclosed on 

this drive a behavior log that documents in detail every event I have been at since 

2010, what my day to day life is like since 2010 and co-laterals that can be used to 

verify the information. 
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How can woman RAPID CYCLE between as many states each day and be so 

CALM outside the home when she is so intensely ill inside of the house or in the 

car unless she is a Victim of Organized Crime? 

 

I have been exhibiting this BIZZARE behavior for 6 years straight now since 2010. 

 

I am a Victim of Gang Stalking – the worst kind of ORGANIZED CRIME, the harshest 

kind of Abuse where I believe I was setup and staged by my husband in 2010. My life 

since my fateful surgery has been filled with continual events that in the larger 

context of Stalking can only be seen as the high re-victimization that a victim would 

experience in typical Gang Stalking Scenarios. As most Domestic Violence/Organized 

Crime Cases after a victim finds out that she has been setup and severs all ties, the 

Emotional and Physical Abuse intensifies for which as most vicitms, I hesitated to 

take it back to Law Enforcement since they insinuated to me that I might be mentally 

ill when I logged in reports of Stalking in 2010. A  message like that shows a clear 

demeanor of not wanting to help or that you have no help in me. 

Other events since then that were intensified and amplified once the abuser realizes 

that the victim has realized how trapped she is, were - Forced Committals in 2012 

with NO ATTORNEY REPRESENTATION – Any kind of representation which is the right 

of even a mentally ill woman forcibly denied by the system, $70,000 worth Jwellery 

Stolen, Complete Financial Takeover and take over of all pertinent decisions by 

husband,  where I am forced to go to him for my basic needs,  Continual Gaslighting 

- Goading and Stalking to stage events to initiate a call with Law Enforcement to 

render me mentally ill, Incredible amounts of Electronic Harassment, Intensified 

Stalking by Law Enforcement, where I am continually tailed by Law Enforcement and 

finally a served Divorce Proceeding initiated via an  Exparte Order rendering me a 

grave to my Children’s Lives asking for me to discharge my parental duties effective 

immediately.  
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The Divorce Proceeding was initiated thru an Exparte Process seeking to leverage the 

mental health picture that most Gang Stalking predators will employ to intimidate 

and victimize the victim so that she is forced to cave into the system and her 

husband so that she can get her children back. The Exparte Order was served with 

allegations that ensured of me as a threat to my children’s lives, asking for me to 

discharge my parental responsibilities effective immediately. While I may be a threat 

from the standpoint that I am a victim of Human Experimentation where I can be 

made to do anything, no-one stops to think why she is a threat? No-one stops to 

think why a mother that ill had the ability to run a household and ensure that her 

children had everything that they needed inspite of a full schedule. How did she do it 

when she was that ill?  

As most Gang Stalking Programs, Psychiatrists are recruited to work for them, and 

they are happy to diagnose you as a Schizophrenic without any diagnostic testing, 

ensuring of court orders mandating neuroleptics to intimidate the victim, making her 

see that she truly can’t go up against them. They also banked on the fact that since I 

did not have the experience of combating the legal system on my own that the only 

course she would be left with would be to walk the system. Back then and today I 

always fought it back on the grounds that they did not have any evidence for the 

grounds that they victimized me on.  Today,  after 6 ½ years if there is any evidence it 

would be as a result of any recordings that I would provide to the system for them to 

be able to see the abuse I was put thru. I continue to challenge them on the 

foundations of how they chose to diagnose me when there were no observations 

recorded in the community in spite of leading a full life in the community for 6 ½ 

years while living the satanic abuse employed within the house.    

 

My torture intensified once the kids left the household, as a different state within 

the program leveraging their absence in the household was amplified. Every 

pattern employed within my brain pre the divorce proceeding was intensified and 

amplified. My brain over these last 6 ½ years has been stimulated using deep 

brain stimulation techniques by hardwiring messages into the brain. The brain has 

been put under injections of not just electrical stimulation to put the brain in a 

constant state of confusion and trauma but also injected with different forms of 
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energy and fluids to alter the neuronal cell chemistry of each cell within my being 

such that artificial clones may be created and behavior modeling for each of those 

clones may be experimented with. 

 

For 6 ½ years I have been a long term animal study of playing around with my 

neurophysiology such that the nuero-circuitry may be modeled and re-modeled 

with constant interruptions of various harsh intensifying forms to see the wonder 

of the limitless potential of the brain in their lab rat world.  

 

Some of the Stressors, Stimuli, constant interruptions that my brain was put 

under - prolonged periods of euphoria continually interrupting any sane trail of 

thought, electrical stimulations, microwave energies, stimulation of the thalamic 

brain – sensory overload thru visual and auditory hallucinations and other 

stressors, stimulation of the amagdyla – the reptilian brain to see how the brain 

performs under fear responses,  constant hypnosis to induce sleepy brain waves 

and slow the brain activity down and kill the brain, cell tissue modification i.e. 

every nano element of your neurophysiology reconfigured to configure various 

clones within system. I have provided some pictures of myself where my tissue is 

injected as really dark skin where I would not even want to look at myself in the 

mirror. I am barely even recognizable to myself. My neurophysiology is 

intermittently altered where my breasts are enlarged or my ass is enlarged or my 

hair is turned into an old hag’s hair all scanty. They ensure that I take on different 

forms as part of their experimentation.  

 

I have spent the last 6 1/2  years fighting the Human Experimentation Program by 

staying focused on my day and my staying engaged in every facet of my life to 

block out the experimentation to the best degree I could.  6 ½ years ago my girls 

were 4 years old. I had 2 choices once I realized that I was implanted. I could 

choose to walk away from everything or choose to sever ties with all the abusers 
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within my life and stay focused on raising my 2 girls 4 back then and realize the 

choice I had made by choosing to give birth to them.  

 

My need to prevail and my need to take care of them was used back to no end as 

part of the Human Experimentation Program. My need to stay engaged in their 

lives meant learning different contexts so I could raise them as me which meant 

my brain needed to learn under different stressors. Staying away from work also 

meant realizing financial decisions responsibly which meant realizing the running 

of the household under different stressors. Being a mother, meant running all 

household chores under different stressors implanted into my brain. My need to 

prevail by focusing and engaging my mind at the job at hand was a true survival 

skill strength that I owned that I used to no end to survive and was used back to 

no end by the Program to break me.  

 

All behaviors at home were taken over, as that kind of violence could not be 

injected on the outside. If the violence was continually injected on the outside it 

would mean continually parking me in some institution that serves the program 

no purpose. The program employed within me uses my day to day life to simulate 

very real day to day scenarios to keep their testing as natural as possible to the 

extent where I am even blocked from trying to find a job so that my life at home 

can be simulated under the harshest violent conditions attainable, so that they 

may achieve an experiment and realize the brain’s potential under the harshest 

load that simply cannot be realized at work. Everything to employ a 

Schizophrenia, Bipolar Individual completely out of control was employed into 

me. My life in many ways adopted the Manchurian Candidate like story where my 

own cell chemistry such as headaches, discomfort resulting from acid reflux, 

bodily fluids and stenches were intensified and amplified into me. My own 

monthly period stenches, Urine and  poop stenches along with the urine and 

poop from the dogs bowel movements were intensified using their tools and 

socked into me making me inhale it constantly. Dogs bowel movements were 

altered for experimentation reasons.  They were made to puke for 
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experimentation reasons. I have spent years cleaning after them in the program, 

inhaling the intensified stenches, courtesy the satanic torture they employed into 

me.  

 

The program has intensified and amplified since 2010 in stages. The first couple of 

years of the program did not entail the interrupts and the stimuli that I 

experience today. It also seemed like the program wanted to give me a time to 

see if I would re-connect with my family. When I refused them and chose to stay 

focused only on my girls, the program intensified the next step by parking me in a 

mental institution.  

 

I was forced onto a path of 9 months of psychotropic drugs  giving the program 

the ability to alter my neurophysiology and my brain function as a result of the 

induced drugs and stimuli for 9 months straight. When that did not crack me, the 

program was intensified to no end. The harshest phase was employed.  I was 

blocked from all ends. My life turned into a living hell. 

 Any behavior that I had employed in the prior 3 years was intensified and made a 

living hell by making it impossible to realize any of those day to day tasks to see if 

I would prevail. Every dream and pride I owned with my innocent children was 

mocked. I raised my children to be all rounders in all facets since they were 3. I 

owned the pride of how over accomplished my angels were. They were singing, 

dancing, diving, ice skating, swimming, piano playing. There just was not anything 

they were not good at. All my dreams to see them as the star of the show was 

mocked back into me. Their pictures of them at competitions were turned into a 

really dark skin so I would never be able to enjoy how beautiful they are. I am a 

strong confident mother and always wanted my children to be nice and strong in 

every walk of life at anything they do. They would be injected with timidity to 

mock me as I would never be able to see me in them or my dreams in them. They 

were always rendered as below average children so that I would give up on the 

pride of owning them. If I prevailed mock after mock under the harshest of 
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environments the program truly succeeded. However, if I did not prevail, I would 

loose any hope of stepping out of the program and my life would spiral into some 

mental institution with no hope of recovery.  

  

The key about the way the program worked in my life was that if I could stay and 

simply get it done, regardless of what I went thru, that behavior would get used 

back and the knows that the brain needed to be able to realize the task at hand, 

inspite of the interrupts would get re-injected. The program was run that 

puristically where it was not good enough to simply simulate my everyday life 

under different loads in a lab. It had to be done in me.  That gave me the ability to 

build a log in the community where I had a presence in the community going 

about living my day to day life, that I could use back to challenge the medical 

world that declared me mentally ill as to why they did not see what the 

paperwork claimed in the community. Sure you could force me and intimidate 

me but at the end of the day you just did not have the proof to counter one very 

simple fact of her life “ Why does a woman that intensely insane to the point 

where she is possessed by demons not exhibit that behavior when she is out on 

the outside each day living here life. How is that feasible for such an ill 

woman?”   

 

Proof of how states of my life or my behavior of my day to day life is used back 

within the system can be drawn from looking at recordings of where the satanic 

abuse that I go thru is NOT spewed out of my mouth around children regardless 

of what might get injected into me. For some reason,  (my guess is my core behavior 

needed as part of their behavior modeling systems) my need to stay their innocent lives 

out of this mess by keeping them happy in every way I could, was used back and 

they were spared of the incredible torture that I was put thru in their absence.  

You can see the difference when you watch videos of my day with them and 

compare it to my life in their absence. 
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Up until November of 2015, I did not have the ability to record myself. I had my 2 

innocent children living with me. The best way to prevail in such a situation was to  

ensure that I had that log in the community, stay focused, stay candid in my 

statements to law enforcement and simply walk away when they refused to help 

as it made it their gross negligence and callous disregard of my life and all I had to 

do was to ensure that I did not let anything get to me. If anything each day that 

log continued to stack up that if they chose to hurt me in any way, I could use it 

back. 

 

Post Nov 2015, The Law Enforcement Tailing Intensified and the Electronic 

Harassment Intensified making it impossible for me to complete all the research, 

the evidence that needed to be gathered to ensure that all responses were sent 

out on time. After months of the hell I was put thru and with my ability to stay at 

it regardless of what I was put thru, I finally could get recording devices up and 

running. If you analyze the videos and watch me go thru the satanic abuse I get 

put thru you will see how clear it is that I am a victim of the most torturous kind 

of Human Experimentation. With the abuse I go thru on the inside of the house it 

is just not feasible for me after 6 ½ years to be that consistently sane on the 

outside of the house. I also have recordings of myself on the outside of the house 

which is very recent but given all the evidence that I can put on the table it is a 

very good indicator of the fact that I am normal on the outside.  

Even if you do not have the 6 1/2 years of history, I hope you can see that the 

recorded behavior is very consistent. I am in the courthouse every morning 

working or attending trials and I am not demonically possessed. I step into the 

house and my life goes thru hell. If you do not know anything else about me I 

hope you can that if she is not a subject of Human Experimentation and if she is 

truly mentally ill, that kind of involuntary laughter and demonic rage has to come 

one when she is on the outside unless it is a program run to that kind of precision 

that works to their advantage and mine.  Also if you watch the videos closely you 

will see me spewing narratives of what I have read. There is not one facet of my 

life that has not been analyzed and experimented with in the program. 
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 Most videos will show a complete takeover of my form where their abuse is 

injected into me as profanity blended in with my thoughts or plans that I will need 

to put in place to meet the dates of the divorce proceeding. A good example 

might be if I need a medical opinion to answer the rare scientific phenomena I am 

living with,  profane injections will be injected into me as “Ah! Smeeta are you 

about to get your medical opinions now ?”,  which essentially means there is 

some outcome of some sort of mock that will be rendered to me  which might be 

that the appointment might be pushed out for couple months, or that I might 

have to call back over and over, anything to continue to stimulate me and 

frustrate me,  that I am just going to have take into my stride unless I want to get 

upset which only lends me even more emotionally unstable which I cannot afford 

to do.  The form, i.e. my form will be put thru abuse where there will be force to 

take the recordings to Law Enforcement before I am ready to share these recent 

recordings with them. Woman buds will spew back their support as “Why, Why 

can’t she wait a little longer till she has it all buttoned up. Why now She has 

waited 6/12 years, why does she need to walk up to them now. ? “  Along with all 

the human experimentation, the world is a stage in their lab rat world where 

there are stories using my day to day life played in different dimensions for soul 

energies to render prophecies. There is a mystical element to that world where 

there are stories of buds taking me to the finish line and helping me step out of 

the mess is how sick their apathetic minds can be.  

 

Since 2010, Law Enforcement has paid needless attention to me i.e. more 

attention than I need to be paid to for a normal everyday kind of woman. The 

program is so big where there is every element of it employed, from community 

policing, law enforcement appearing in community for no rhyme or reason, 

getting the community to participate etc. My husband from back in 2010 could 

not have forged relations with an American who had the ability to employ a large 

scale program or who could have had access to a large scale program thru covert 

means.  Clearly it had to be someone he would resonate with and that would be a 

man or woman of Indian Origin that he would be comfortable with who would 

have access to large scale programs. I recognize that anyone with the right kind of 
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access as a result of Cointelpro can truly access these programs to render an 

individual’s life a living hell.  

 

People of Indian Origins especially males are very sociopathic, psychopathic and 

dictatorial in nature. Most men in that community like to treat women like 

underdogs, where they can walk all over them simply because it is their birthright 

of a male privilege that they are born with. It is the norm for the woman to be 

meek and submissive and simply employ what her lord and master says whether 

she likes it or not. Strong, educated and independent women who truly need their 

space don’t bode too well towards the success of a marriage in that community.  

That said I was certain for a man with his attitude and demeanor, he would clearly 

be comfortable sleeping in the bed of an Indian Origin Male or Woman and could 

be very easily influenced by an Operative of that Origin without any thought to 

what that would mean to my life. An operative of his kind could very easily 

influence family and friends, as dictatorial abusive psychopathic males such as my 

father would gladly climb into bed with anyone to ensure that her daughter 

stayed a submissive for lack better term – pardon my language, a whore is in his 

bed for the calls he made to destroy her life as he wouldn’t have the balls to 

accept the decisions and the ramifications of those decisions in her innocent life.  

Moreover, males in that community would bank on a woman not being able to go 

up against a system. They would bank on the fact that it would be only a matter 

of time before she climbs back into bed with her abuser realizing the true intent 

of the fact that they could very easily get away with cold blooded murder because 

the reality would always remain that one lone woman regardless of her education 

did not have the experience or the exposure of dealing with third rate goons and I 

can very easily bank on the fact that it would be only a matter of time before she 

breaks.   

While the listed below may appear repetitive some, it paints all the events of my 

life in the larger context where I hope with your experience, the ultimate goal is 

truly that evident. 
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A brief abstract of events transpired in my life since 2010 is as follows: 

 She was a highly paid earning individual earning 200,000 till 2010 October 

that had so many tall dreams. 

 She underwent  surgery to remove benign lumps. 

 2010 – Feeling of being Stalking and Monitored both in the house and the 

outside right after surgery. 

 She Logged a series of reports with Law Enforcement.  Instead of offering 

help they insinuated that I might be mentally ill and that I should probably 

think about the medication I am on as I might be experiencing some 

hallucinations.  

 She flew back to India her home base to visit her parents. 

 She never returned back home after that final trip in 2010. Till her final trip 

in 2010, she visited her parents once in 2 years.  

 She also ended her marriage right after her experiences of being stalked in 

2010 October. 

 She also severed all ties with her family in 2010. 

 She quit her job after her trip and hung back at home 

 2010 – 2012 – She refinanced the home, refinanced all payments, cut all 

corners and ensured the household would run even after she took her high 

earnings out of the equation. She proved that she could by growing savings 

to $40,000. 

 2010 – 2012 – She stayed focused on her 2 twin girls, 4 years of age in 

2010,  their upbringing and ensuring that the household stayed well run 

while she did everything to get their finances back  up and running. 

 She was physically and emotionally abused from 2010 – 2012 for which she 

was in no position to take her case to Law Enforcement as they refused to 

help her out in 2010. 

 2012 – She was involuntarily committed.  

o Allegations against her 

 Prodromal Phase of Depression prior to quitting her job in Late 
2010. 
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 Intense Paranoia. 
 She demands that all blinds are drawn as objects around her 

are speaking to her and as per husband is incredibly vile and 
vicious and attacks her husband constantly. 

 She is being controlled by microwave technology. 
 She hits herself, she is screaming around the house, she is 

trashing objects around the house each day. 
 She has prolonged episodes of continual laughter and 

profanity each day. 
 She is caught crying when no one is watching. 
 Husband life and the innocent girls lives are in grave danger. 
 They live in intense fear of their lives every minute of their 

lives. 
 Threat to herself and others with the acute psychosis she is 

experiencing as she is experiencing command hallucinations, is 
completely unaware of her actions and has no control over 
what she might do to self or others. 

 She experiences all of the above when she is driving as well 
and is a threat to self and others.  

 

 Inspite of the statements laid out in her 2012 paperwork, there is not one 

statement in her paperwork that calls out an episode in the community 

logged against her during 2010 – 2012, she is a woman who spend 5 hrs in 

the community – Details of her life in the community laid out in the 

behavior log. It is proof of the fact that there is not one single episode in 

the community, corroborated by police reports included on the flash drive.   

 Prodromal Phase prior to 2010 called out in paperwork – Alleged of 6 

months of paranoia and depression prior to Quitting her job in 2010. – 

Unfortunately 2010 is her record year of Earnings, the highest she has ever 

earned. Contradicts the highly depressed phase being called out when it is 

her record year of earnings. 

 A Jarvis Order was called for right away, inspite of no observations in unit in 

a person’s presence. 

 She was refused attorney representation. 
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 She was refused cross examination of witnesses that made statements, the 

HERESAY grounds on which 6 months of harsh neuroleptics were ordered.  

 With no representation and no help from the system, she was forced to 

walk the system. 

 She exhibits no observations of psychosis, during her committal in 2012 

FOR AN ENTIRE MONTH, except for the one episode of hitting self while in 

unit, post sanction of the Jarvis Order , for which there is no evidence on 

camera nor did the person who made the statement take the stand. She is 

stated as being guarded which is probably the only other psychotic 

symptom she is displaying as I am perceived to be perceiving others as a 

threat to me needlessly. Given what I have been thru I am not sure that 

being guarded is such a bad reaction to exhibit. A call to Owatonna shows 

that there are no cameras within the room which can be found at 

Root\Calls to Owatonna Mental Health 

 2012 Committal Paperwork also reads prolonged high pitch giggles only 

within the room and not on the outside. There are no cameras within the 

room as per a phone conversation with Owatonna hospital for which I have 

attached as evidence. 

 Post 2012 a month of forced Committal – She returns to work for a period 

of 6 months. 

 She is magically normal while on medication and does not report a single 

psychotic episode as per paperwork even though she was so intensely ill for 

2 years prior to the committal. It almost seems like it took only a couple 

weeks to stabilize a woman that was so intensely acutely ill. I recognize that 

in the medical world that such a recovery is entirely possible. The other side 

of the coin is also that I am setup as a competent responder of medication 

however paranoid that sounds, as it paves the way to re-request 

medication and have me be setup to have medication forced by any 

practitioner that is medicine happy and that does not want to do the 

necessary diagnostic testing before arriving at a conclusion. 
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 Her husband now strong and feeling confident that he has ensured that I 

understand that no one will help me, tries to re-connect the marriage to 

which she continually refused. 

 She also continually refused to re-establish any kind of relationship with her 

family. 

 Her father who has held CEO like positions in large plants in SAUDI ARABIA 

who has had the opportunity to globe trot the world , broker large 

contracts as part of his every day life and play in tax free money to the 

extent he did was not surprised that his daughter was refused attorney 

representation. Nor was he surprised by the fact that an abusive husband 

wanted to re-connect the marriage after the month involuntary committal 

in 2012 where she was rendered that helpless by the system and was 

clearly communicated to in no uncertain terms that “No one would help”.  

 After her contract ends in May of 2013, She is VANDALIZED OF EVERY CENT 

she owns in the house. She has JWELLERY WORTH 70,000 and every cent 

was STOLEN from her. 

 Her HUSBAND TAKES OVER ALL FINANCES and takes over every single 

decision in the household. Her Father does not even bat an eyelid to the 

extent she was left with nothing, not even a future that she could own 

unless she slept with him while he continues to play in the kind of money 

he owns.  

 Pre Committal of 2012, she had every cent documented, handled all 

finances and grew the savings to $40,000. 

 Post 2013, she had access to nothing. Everything was taken over and she 

was forced to go to him for her basic needs. 

 She did the best she could to stay away from every situation that he tried 

to goad her into to GASLIGHT her as ill. 

 Little things were moved around, favorite books or clothes would be 

missing, favorite T.V. channels were taken away, maids were let go, 2 dogs 

that were purchased after during the 6 months of outpatient treatment 

were refused to be trained as a result of which till date I clean dog poop 

and pee all around the house. Training devices were never replaced. She is 
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still cleaning poop and pee all around the house for which evidence is 

provided on the flash drive. There is enough of it to drive a sane woman 

insane. 

 He would goad her, and stalk her till she was forced to lock herself in the 

room with the girls and he would call 911 claiming threat to the girls lives. 

His claims to Law Enforcement always were that he is at his wits end 

because he lives with a psychotically ill wife and  that he needs Law 

Enforcement to come over and help protect the girls. 

 Law Enforcement continued to ignore my statements of the abuse I 

endured and logged their reports as me being mentally ill. 

 They also failed to record the scene and chose to on the last interaction 

speak to the girls and let them know they should feel free to call him if they 

perceived any threats from their mother clearly supporting the father’s 

attempts to condition their minds against a mentally ill mother.  

 Law Enforcement has documented NO EVIDENCE OF DAMAGE TO THE 

HOUSEHOLD OR PHYSICAL ABUSE TO THE GIRLS. 

 In 2014, as a result of such a domestic abuse incident she was involuntarily 

committed again. 

 This time, the committal lasted only a week, there was no medication on 

the grounds of the  case worker recognizing the abuse I had endured. 

 For Every 911 call my husband initiated, I chose to document my 

statements with Law Enforcement fully aware of how it would be used 

against me, nevertheless it was still my statement and that was better than 

not speaking up at all. 

 2015 – After 4 years of no observations in the community, she experiences 

2 explosive episodes in the community. Please note that during these 4 

years she is still rapid cycling between intense states of high pitched 

giggles – intense euphoria, extreme agitation – spews of profanity,  

extreme visual and auditory hallicunations,  talking to imaginary friends 

or slapping herself and screaming commands like “Smeeta I am going to 

Kill You” only to SWITCH to a NORMAL STATE OF ALL SMILES once she 

steps out of the house. The ATTACHED BEHAVIOR LOG that documents my 
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day to day life, documents all my interactions at public places where the 

safety of children is important. An explosive episode in such places will be 

called in and the fact that police reports do not document any episodes in 

the community till 2015 is proof of the fact that there are no observations 

in the community till 2015. 

 She spends close to 5 hrs outside of the home each day. 

 My behavior log can be corroborated by credit card statements proving 

that I was out in the community. 

 She has challenged the system continually about why they do not see any 

observations in the community and why was it so important for the system 

to deny me my due process and shut me down. 

 She has continually challenged the system on their need to protect the 

witnesses that they chose to use to commit me however could not put 

them on the stand. 

 After my challenges were so obvious, she was stolen of everything in 2014, 

her requests asking for victim advocates to help were refused. In Oct 2014 

as a result of her challenges to the system the committal was shut down in 

2014 not giving my husband more leverage to use mental health against 

me. She then experiences 2 explosive episodes in the community. How 

strange is it for her to then after 4 years straight to experiences 2 public 

explosive episodes in the community in 2015? 

 In Nov of 2015, she was served an Exparte Order necessitating that children 

be taken out of her care on grounds of grave threat to their lives. Most 

people know that Exparte’s are used to gain a tactical advantage in a 

divorce proceeding. 

 The Exparte was issued on grounds of allegations alone and her past 

committals i.e. her mental health history without holding an Evidentiary 

hearing to assess the merits of the allegations. These allegations are 

predominantly based on cases shut down in 2012 and 2014. It was also 

issued on the grounds of the 2 explosive psychotic episodes where she 

spewed streams of profanity in the community. In the absence of any proof 

in the community statements made by individuals who did not take the 
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stand can only be perceived as allegations regardless of what goes on in the 

house which is exactly how I approached it.  

 However, 2 episodes do not constitute for the level of dangerousness that 

the Exparte warrants. Also the fact that there were no observations in the 

community and the extent of victimization that she had endured was 

completely disregarded. 

 An opportunity via an Evidentiary hearing to challenge the witnesses were 

DENIED. The Exparte was initiated as the only choice he had to protect the 

children, as their lives were in Grave Danger. Why then was not any effort 

put in to assess the threat she posed to their lives right away? 

 The Divorce Proceeding very deliberately took on a lengthy route. Every 

effort to solicit continuances and delay the proceeding was put in place. 

Every attempt to exhaust the victims stamina was put in place 

 Every attempt to ensure that she was taken out of the equation effective 

immediately was put in place. She was ensured that she did not have the 

ability to participate in any decision with regard to the children’s upbringing 

even prior to the issuance of the Temporary Order. She was taken out of 

the equation in its entirety. 

 As a result of continual continuances, she was also ensured that she had no 

choices but to accept that she did not have the right to participate in their 

upbringing. 

 She is woman who did nothing but live all the plans and dreams she had to 

raise them to be her stars. She was taken out of the equation in its entirety 

to ensure that it could be use as THE BARGANINIG CHIP to ensure she goes 

back to a life with him so she could realize a fallacy of a dream dangled day 

in day out as the BAIT OF HER LIFE. 

 Every attempt to exhaust the Victims Financial Resources given that she has 

none with the complete takeover was put in place. He is a man who earns 

$15,000 a month and ensured of a $1000 spousal support inspite of the 

heavy legal costs that she has to incur single handedly. 
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 He is also a man who has solicited his family from abroad and is enjoying 

vacations with his family and children ensuring that the children have a 

perfect family environment.  

 Since issuance of the OFP she has been subject to immense amounts of 

Electronic harassment for which evidence can be gathered at Best BUY 

Geek squad to corroborate that she simply has the hardest time keeping 

her devices up and running. 

 Also her interaction pattern with Law Enforcement changed since the 

issuance of the OFP. She was tailed and cited about 5 times over a period 

of 8 months which is a stark contrast to the number of times she has been 

cited in the past. She has been tailed by 2 units at a time for simple petty 

misdemeanors,  like improper lane usage or speeding.  Police reports also 

cite that there are 3rd party callers calling in and reporting impaired driving. 

However, Police Surveillance never records the callers, details of the 

vehicles that allegedly were tailing her, do not record clocking my speed – 

will however walk up to me and set me up for yet another case on grounds 

of mental health and the impairment that goes along with it.  Most people 

know that Law Enforcement is notified right away once an OFP (Order for 

Protection) is issued. 

 She has been subject to people’s prejudicial thoughts and behavior based 

on mental health where she has had people in her community walking up 

to her and screaming in her face or subject to innuendos of community 

policing.  The fact that she is mentally ill is public knowledge as per police 

reports as her information is available on public portals. 

 

Do you think that she has experienced enough triggers to even drive an 

extremely sane person to the point of wanting to take her life? Why then does 

she till date stay fighting this battle inspite of the intense rapid cycling that she 

experiences? She spends half day in court each day since the month of April. 

There is not one episode recorded.   
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Most Medical Journals will describe a divorce as a stressor or trigger for mental 

illness re-currence or explosive escalation of the illness. Her interactions with Law 

Enforcement has amplified since her divorce proceeding i.e. their attempts to 

tail her needlessly have increased since her divorce proceeding in Nov 2015. She 

has attached concrete evidence of videos of Law Enforcement tailing her on the 

flash drive. From a layman’s standpoint why would Law Enforcement be 

interested in her? She is a woman who has done nothing wrong, a highly 

educated kid who earned highly till 2010. She has no history of any kind of 

substance abuse. So she asked them in 2010 “Did I do anything wrong? Why am 

I being Stalked?”  She has endured max harassment since the divorce 

proceeding? Why then are they still no episodes in court?  What is wrong with 

the picture? 

She is also a woman who beginning March of 2016 and sent out letters to all 

officials that she could think of ASKING FOR THEM TO PUT HER CAR AND HER 

HOME UNDER SURVEILLANCE. She wants for them to observe and her and find 

out what is going on with her SO THEY MAY GET TO THE BOTTOM OF THE TRUTH 

and that the INTENSE TRAUMA that she has endured can end. If they are that 

concerned about a psychotic woman who is such threat to herself and the 

community, why would they not take her up on her offer? Was it not convenient 

for the program adopted by them to keep their distance, turn a blind eye so that 

the harshest of the harshest environments could be stimulated in her.   

  

Is it even feasible for an individual rapid cycling between such intense states to 

just get up and walk outside and not have any episodes logged in the community 

? What kind of an Alter State does she switch to and why is that Switching 

pattern that consistent? Shouldn’t an individual as acutely ill as me report many 

more episodes? HOW CAN SHE BE THAT CONSISTENT? 

 

According to the literature out there the journals of Psychiatry that has 

performed Longitudinal studies on SchizoAffective Disorders, An individual 
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experiencing SWITCHING to extent I am after 6 years of such a behavior simply 

cannot display the consistent behavior of rapid cycling episodes only within a 

home or a car and NO OBSERVATIONS when I step out of the car or home. That 

just simply does not add up. I should be pretty catatonic by now unless I do not 

comprehend the literature.  

 

Am I a Victim of Mind Control? I ask you to assess that by watching the recordings 

I am sending out along with this letter.  When I study the Phase III testing report 

from the ICAACT website, I see a reflection of myself as to what was done to me 

with the stimulations that were stimulated in my brain, followed by the forced 

normalizations that were injected into my brain to normalize the brain after 

heavy load which gives me a reprieve for a few moments. If you study the videos 

on the site that calls out the numerous studies and reports published I am sure 

you will see that most people know that mind control is not new and with the 

Edward Snowden’s release of information, I am sure it is also not news to know 

that people can be chosen randomly to study how the central nervous system 

does under attack.  Hopefully after watching the videos, you can see how clear it 

is that I am set up for Human Experimentation. As most programs within that 

umbrella the goal is to experiment with a brain under violence and to study the 

brain for different kinds of research for diseases like autism, other involuntary 

movement disorders, arthritis with tissue studies, that have had no cure till date 

that the Obama Brain Research Program encourages. 

 

I hope I can meet with an expert like yourself who has extensive experience 

conducting criminal investigations, who is a recognized expert in domestic 

violence response, A SWAT Team member with covert surveillance expertise and 

who has focused around targeted violence.  I could use such an expert. I truly 

need to be able to partner with an expert such as yourself to surveil me. Just 

watch me spend my day in court rooms, set up cameras in my home and watch 

me go thru hell and you will see the difference. Since I am a victim, of the 

harshest kind of abuse you may or may not see the torture that I have recorded 
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on videos, if I can get you to surveil me, but nevertheless it would be something 

to compare against and wonder why I am not going thru the same abuse that I 

see on my videos.  

I hope that we can form a partnership where we can jointly go thru the evidence 

that I have collected till date and hopefully collect more so that I can use that to 

go back to Law Enforcement to end the torture I have been thru.  

I have spent months compiling evidence. Today I truly have a ton for an individual 

to see. However, I could use a Stalking Expert who has lived in that world who 

seems to follow guidelines published by the Stalking Resource Center that I have 

come closely to relate to in my months of research. I am sure in your world, 

Organized Stalking is not a new concept. I am also hoping that one would have to 

be blind to not see the abuse that I go thru at home and see me that normal at 

Court and not wonder as to why if she is mentally ill do those episodes not come 

on in court ? What might be going on with her ?    

I could also use some additional testing on myself to see if your devices will pick 

up any frequencies that might be emitting from me knowing fully well that it may 

or may not pick it up given how big the program is. I have not been able to pick up 

any RF emissions from me as anything I invest in will be fried and I need to go thru 

hell to get anything up and running. That everyday kind of behavior is used to 

induce frazzle states in me to mock me and put me in a frazzled state.  

Theoretically they could induce those frazzled states at any time, which they have 

done in the past but over the past 3 years it is run even more puristically  where 

every state of what I could do in the past will be entered into as a frazzled state 

where I am not able to achieve that task until I do it over and over and then I will 

be given back the ability to complete it. I combated it by not letting it get to me, 

going with it and eventually after I put myself thru hell it turns around as me 

being able to accomplish it as they need that state in me as well.  Nevertheless, I 

was able to pick some radioactive emission off a hair sample in a lab run in 

Canada called Eradicator Technologies for which I have included evidence on the 

flash drive.  
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The Evidences compiled tell the story very clearly. My life follows a very Atypical 

Gang Stalking Program one in which the victim is induced with Schizophrenia Like 

Symptoms, Gaslight, rendered mentally ill and brutally victimized and intimidated 

so that she recognizes every minute of her life that she has nowhere to go and is 

left with no choices to either take her life or cave into the system. I have come a 

very long way in these last 6 ½ years fighting my very own family and a brutal 

program and could use an expert. I hope you will see that and give me the 

opportunity to meet with you so I can take it to the next level. 

 

Evidences that  you will see that tell the story in itself : 

 Police Reports – Reports of me calling in the Stalking I experienced – Found in 

Root\PoliceReports 

 Gang Stalking World of Law Enforcement Paying Attention to Me -  Can be 

found at Root\Evidence - Police Tailing Me + Other Interactions 

 Exposure to Radiation – Evidence from a Hair Sample that shows I am exposed 

to radiation – Root\ Exposure to Radiation 

 Evidence of Abnormal Excitation and Induced Euphoria and Profanity – 

Evidence can be found at Root\ Evidence of Prolonged Euphoria & Profanity 

 Gang Stalking Adopted Strategies of Psychic Driving – Evidence Can be Found 

at Root\ Psychic Driving - Examples of Heavy Attack - My Girls First Day At 

School 

 As stated in my Letter No Observations in the Community – Proof of that can 

be found at Root\ Evidence of who I am in the Community - No Observations 

 As stated in my Letter the Program behaves differently around my kids as they 

used my core behavior to stay them out of the sorry mess and torture right 

back – Evidence can be found at Root\ Evidence of Who I am around the Kids 
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 Proof of my World with my Kids – Evidence of that can be found at Root\ 

Pictures of Most Celebrations in the Household 

 A copy of My Mental Health Records Declaring Me SchizoAffective – Can be 

found at Root\ Mental Health Medical Records 

 Most Gang Stalking Programs Come on Strong at Night – With me the Program 

is Strong During the Day. I get a reprieve thru the night and am able to sleep. 

Evidence of that can be found at Root\ Recordings of Me Sleeping thru the 

Night - Entire Week Provided as Sample of Proof 

 While the above tells the story in itself I have also provided a week of my life 

as a sample of what my life looks like every day for the last 6 ½ years 

incredibly amplified beyond compare over this last year – Evidence of that can 

be found at Root\ Recordings of My Day for an Entire Week as a Sample of 

what I go thru. 

 As most Gang Stalking Programs Mock is the basis of it all – the violence and 

stress and hurt you get put under – While your brain gets put under that kind 

of violence, a strategy adopted in my program was to sock my brain with the 

thoughts I had to stump it where you are unable to respond, so that they can  

experiment with it and watch it revive under the harshest conditions. Evidence 

of how I believed an Indian Bastard slept in my Family’s Bed and Destroyed me 

in every way possible can be found at – Root\Persecutor Fucks her Goading 

her to turn herself in – Recordings 

 Gang Stalking Harassment – Copies of how my tissue looks with my 

Neurophysiology altered, How my dreams were mocked by rendering all my 

moments of pride with my kids, rendered as pics I probably would not even 

want to look at, given how beautiful I hold them in me, alteration of my dogs 

bowel movements, Law Enforcement Drones around my house  can be found 

at  - Root\ Gang Stalking Harassment 

o NueroPhysiology Altered  - Evidence – Root\GangStalkingHarrassment\ 

Me-Swelling and Itches and Rashes 
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o Dogs Bowel Movements Altered, Dogs Puking – Root\  

GangStalkingHarrassment\DogsPuking  

 Alteration of Dogs Bowel Movements are found under the same 

path 

o Girls Pics – My Dreams Mocked – 

Root\GangStalkingHarassment\GirlsPics 

o Law Enforcement Drones – Root\GangStalkingharassment\NightSky 

o Other Pics of Me Harassment – Jet Black Skin – My Birthday – My kids 

rendered that ugly as well in my eyes - Other Pics of Me – Harassment. 

Constant strategy adopted on all special moments that I held with 

them, it would get mocked back where I could not see them the way I 

know them.  

 Behavior Log – You may not even need this Log after you see all the videos,  as 

you hopefully should see that a woman exhibiting such intense euphoria and 

profanity on the inside of the house very logically should do the same on the 

outside of the house during a very intense episode. That in itself should tell 

the story. However, a Behavior log describing how I have lived my life each 

day, the places that I was at, the patterns I adopted each day that I chose to 

stay that consistent over the last 6 ½ years which worked for me is clearly 

articulated within the log. Evidence can be found at Root\Behavior Log – Daily 

Log in the Community 

 I quit my professional world and all my dreams to make it to the top of the 

corporate ladder in 2010. I have held many leading positions in the industry 

before I was forced to quit. As an ambitious woman, I owned certain traits and 

characteristics where I never hesitated to take my projects to the finish line 

which is what I banked on and employed during these 6 ½ years of torture. 

Since my core behavior was used back to such an extent they seemed to want 

to stay out of how I handled my calls as that was behavior that they needed. 

Evidence of how I speak on these calls can be found at Root\CellPhone 

Recordings 
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Thanking You, 

 

 

 

 

 

Smeeta Antony 

 


